Abstract. The Kepler space telescope monitors over 156.000 stars with an unprecedented photometric precision. We are interested in stellar rotational periods which we find using Lomb-Scargle periodograms. This work focuses on the 306 exoplanet candidate host stars released on June 15, 2010. We present statistics on how many of them show periodic photometric variability, providing preliminary periods and estimates of stellar activity. In the future, our work will focus on spot evolution and differential rotation.
Introduction
Periodic stellar variability has three main sources: Binarity (gravitational deformation, eclipses), surface oscillations, and rotation (due to star spots). The variability induced by each process has a characteristic range of timescales and amplitudes. In this work, we are interested in studying rotation-induced variability on Kepler stars. The signal we are planning to detect should have a periodicity in the range of 0.5-17 days and a relative flux drop of the order of 0.5-15 %, depending on how fast the stars are rotating and on the relative size of the spots on their surfaces. To find these periodicities we are using the Lomb-Scargle periodogram. Our main goal is to derive stellar rotational periods. Since our algorithm gives no information about the source of the flux variations all derived periods should be taken as preliminary results.
Kepler light curves
Figs.1-5 present a variety of beautiful Kepler light curves all showing by eye clear periodicity. We divided each light curve by its median and subtracted unity. In almost all light curves a linear trend is seen likely caused by the instrument (in Fig.5 this trend was removed). All calculations we did are based on the so-called raw data (marked as "AP_RAW_FLUX" in the FITS files) except for 
Lomb-Scargle periodogram
The Lomb-Scargle periodogram (Scargle 1982 ) is a powerful spectral analysis tool for unevenly sampled data. It decomposes the data into a series of sines and cosines and one obtains peaks with different powers depending on the goodness of the fit. The periods we found are always associated to the highest peak of the periodogram. Futhermore, we overplotted the highest peak with a Gaussian and took the half of the full width at half maximum to determine the period error. This is a very conservative approach and the errors seem to be quite large. If one takes the time span and the number of data points into account the period errors can be decreased dramatically (see Gilliland & Fisher (1985) or Montgomery & Odonoghue (1999) ). To test the reliability of the periods returned by the algorithm we introduced noise to our light curves. Furthermore, we checked the influence of the transits contained in our sample on the period determination. It turns out that the Lomb-Scargle periodogram is very stable under these flux perturbations and that transits don't cause any effect because the number of their data points is very small.
Sample
The Kepler Quarter 1 (Q1) data was released to the public on June 15, 2010. It has a time span of ∼ 33.5 days and a cadence of ∼ 30 minutes. Our sample consists of the 306 exoplanet candidate host stars having transit events in their light curves. Effective temperature of the sample ranges from 4000 − 6300 K and log g is between 4.2 and 5.1. A statistical overview of the whole Kepler sample can be found in Basri et al. (2010a,b) . Since we are interested in stellar rotational periods, we selected a subsample of 24 "active" stars from the whole data set that have periodogram power greater than 70 and periods up to 17 days. These restrictions account for the facts that the light curve should show by eye a believable periodicity and that at least two full cycles are observed. The period distribution of our subsample is shown in Fig.4 . Most of the periods are believed to be stellar rotational periods but in some cases it is possible that just the half period was detected. 
Summary & Future work
Using the Lomb-Scargle periodogram, we selected some active stars from our sample and determined preliminary periods and their errors. Assuming the flux variations are due to spots, one has to be very careful to assign these periods as true stellar rotational periods since the spot distribution is unknown. Furthermore, star spots use to change their size and position, some are created, others disappear during a cycle. To account for all possible situations, explicit spot modeling needs to be done. The light curve in Fig. 3 shows some kind of beat frequency. The duration of the signal indicates that it is probably due to pulsations. But also stars exhibiting differential rotation should show similar light curves. Therefore, our future work will focus on the evolution of periods over time, especially considering differential rotation. As more data becomes available we will also look for activity cycles. 
